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Don't be fooled.Animal researchers found that pet dogs are capable of much more than just grasping commands like "fetch the ball," "sit," and "roll over." They can remember what they just did, and ...

Dogs are smarter than you think
In 2018, the FDA began investigating whether the increasing popularity of grain-free dog foods had led to a sudden rise in a potentially fatal heart disease in dogs. Four years ...

How canine heart disease was tied to grain-free dog food
Just follow their Facebook page to earn a merit badge in sommelier studies ... Dallas is decidedly a corn dog town. And outside of the annual Texas State Fair, the best place to snag one is ...

Best Wine and Spirits Store
Jet-setting or not, head over to the hearth of Heim BBQ on Tuesdays where they have hand-battered, dipped and fried corn dogs with 44 ... Facebook page to earn a merit badge in sommelier studies.

Best Lunch on a Tuesday
If you're looking to sip on a milkshake to cool off this summer, you've got plenty of options to choose from, even if you don't consume dairy. We recently tried Smashburger's new plant-based ...

Jack In The Box's Newest Shake Is Worthy Of A Special Merit Badge
We did love stopping at Howard Johnsons, which featured hot dogs with buttery rolls and Frozen ... Sharing the feeling of freedom with those we care most about. Taking in the sun and the sunsets ...

David Treadwell: Summertime memories and musings
He lives on May Street and was involved with the first iteration of the Stewards more than 20 years ago, around the time the grassy 12 acres were the site of a clash between dog owners who wanted ...

Volunteers want to bring new life to one of the city's oldest cemeteries
I did take care to properly loom the radio’s wiring harnesses, though, and to use good crimp connectors installed with a proper crimping tool. I also made sure the fuses were easily accessible ...

The $50 Ham: Going Mobile
“It’s fun and there’s lots of things to do,” Limburg said Wednesday evening as she assembled first aid kits with fellow scouts as part of a merit badge project. It’s busy, too. Since Troop 1625 formed ...

Boy Scouts … Let’s hear it for the girls
BASEL, Switzerland, June 16, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Ascensia Diabetes Care, a global diabetes care company, maker of CONTOUR ® blood glucose monitoring (BGM) system portfolio and distributor of ...

ASCENSIA DIABETES CARE ANNOUNCES EUROPEAN APPROVAL OF THE NEXT-GENERATION EVERSENSE E3 CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM
The Global Health & Pharma magazine was initially launched to act as an information-sharing platform for those in the health care and pharmaceutical industries. It has expanded its scope to ...

FlackTek SpeedMixer® Named Most Innovative Cannabis Technology Platform 2021 by Global Health and Pharma
When we were kids, my sister Nancy was gunning for her Girl Scout “Collectors” merit badge. She hit upon a collection of autographs of the 50 state governors. In a tribute to the efficiency of ...
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